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A

reader who prefers to remain anonymous has found a way to reattach
chopped keytops to a mutilated typewriter (see “Saved from the Key Bandits”
in issue 85):
Cut and grind stubs of key
levers, making smooth,
soft corners.
Cut steel sheet
into this shape, slit the upper
end, and bend tabs in opposite
directions.
Drill holes for
two #4 machine screws
in
replacement piece & in key lever.
Line the replacement piece up
with the key lever, grind the
key lat, and attach it to the
replacement piece with a thin
layer of epoxy.

Cut screws to length;
grind them a little
to latten them. Arrange so that screw
heads are facing the
center of the keyboard. Blacken new
parts with gun blue over kitchen range;
dab some gun blue on screw ends after
assembly.
Our valiant reader did this impressive
work for an early Underwood no. 5 that
he sold to a friend for a mere $20. “Yes,
it’s a mess of work for an Underwood 5,
but if one had a rare or important typewriter which had fallen victim it would
be a very presentable alternative.”
From the same reader comes a tip on
Evapo-Rust—a nontoxic, nonacidic, reusable product that will remove all rust
from metal. I’ve tried it and had considerable success. It even removed the remaining rust from my Fitch (issue 79).
±

Thanks to Ed Neuert for contributing two interesting Oliver stories to this
issue. I’ve never met Ed—or have I? We
saw each other by Skype in November.
It’s a still unreliable, but exciting way to
bridge the distance between far-lung
typewriter collectors. Ed points out
that we could even use it to compare
machines—without having to lug 40
pounds of cast iron hundreds of miles.
±
Yes, I did complete that typewritten
novel in November. It’s called Appointment with the Inferno, and it’s about a man
who tries to escape the world of modern
communication and information. He
ends up living in a hotel in the town of
New Lisbon, where he picks up an old
typewriter, a Selten DeLuxe (our German readers will understand the pun).
As he soon learns, not only is there a
typewriter repair shop in town, but the
original Selten factory is just a few miles
away …. You’ll have to read the rest for
yourself. The tale can be downloaded
from my blog, writingball.blogspot.com.
It’s the last entry for November 2010.
±
Meanwhile, in the real world, typewriter shops carry on with varying degrees of success. Tom Furrier, owner of
Cambridge Typewriter Co. in Arlington,
Massachusetts, seems to get good business and has started an entertaining
blog of his own about the people and
machines he meets in his line of work:
see cambridgetypewriter.blogspot.com.
But elsewhere in the same state, Tom
Green of Amherst Typewriter & Computer has fallen on hard times. He was
recently pictured in the Amherst Bulletin standing by a Smith Premier and an
L.C. Smith in his small downtown shop.
After 36 years in business, Green owes
thousands in back rent and may well be
evicted by the time you read this. I have
written to Green ofering to list him
as a home business on my web site, if
need be. Let’s all remember to support
our professional typewriter technicians
while they’re still around.

he Hul Tyewriter
When Don Sutherland passed away last year, many fascinating stories
disappeared with him. Here is one that we at least have in part, about a oneof-a-kind machine now in Dennis Clark’s collection. Reproduced here in full
is an e-mail Don wrote me in 006, as well as photos by Herman Price of the
typewriter. Thanks to Dennis for allowing the machine to be photographed at
his home lat year. —Ed.

I

do owe ETCetera an article from way back in the days of Chuck &
Rich, on the W.J. Hull typewriter. I don’t know how much word
about this machine has gotten around (it was the cover illustration
of one of those Antique Traders, but that was better than a quartercentury ago). Suice it that this is a frontstrike typebar, visible-writing
typewriter with comb segment, hand-made and dated 1888-89.
The machine has been quite an enigma, as there’s no record of it
in any of the standard sources, and it was not patented (yet is one of
the best-made typewriters of its epoch).
During Christmas week 2000, my curiosity got the best of me, and
I hopped a plane to Alexandria, South Dakota (where an inscription
on the machine says it was made) which today (or anyway, in 2000)
has a population of 718. Probably more or less by now, depending on
who was born and who died.
Stop me if you’ve heard this story before—but I dropped in at
the local newspaper oice, which had nearly all of its editions bound,
back to the mid-1880s. I opened the irst volume, and on the front
page was an ad by W.J. Hull (not for the typewriter—for his store; the
illustration is a pair of spectacles).
The publisher of the newspaper went home for the holidays,
giving me the keys to the oice. I sat there for a week, poring over
old newspapers, and copying every reference I found to W.J. Hull. I
saw the Spanish-American War come and go. I saw the First World
War come and go (“Huns Retreat!”). Throughout it all were frequent
references to W.J. Hull and his hijinks (he apparently was a good pal
of the newspaper’s publisher), but not a word about the typewriter.
I igured there would have to be something about the machine
in Hull’s obituary, but the S.O.B. refused to die. I kept reading &
reading & reading ... until 1927, when he inally departed. And indeed,
in the obit there was a passing reference to the typewriter—one that
sheds a little bit of light (but only a little) on its origins.
Wouldn’t you know it, the one volume of the newspaper that was
missing was the one for the year Hull produced the machine. I’m
guessing the typewriter got some coverage at the time—but could
ind that issue nowhere. However, I did contact the state historical
society, and they had that entire year on 35mm microilm. I bought
the microilm, and have spent the intervening six years trying to ind
a reader for it.
I’d promised Chuch & Rich that as soon as I read the microilm
and found the announcement of the Hull typewriter (if it was there),
I’d write up the story for ETCetera. But I still haven’t looked at the
microilm.
One of these days I’ll get around to it. Then maybe we’ll have a
story to raise some of your readers’ eyebrows. I don’t suppose you
have a microilm reader you can lend me? ±

A thick slotted segment guides the typebars.

The keytops come from a New Model Crandall, and the carriage
is closedly based on a Crandall carriage.

I do not know where that microilm is now, but I’m sure some eyebrows have
been raised already by this partial story and by the photos. Who will discover
more?
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surprising news on the

"baby sholes"
..
by uwe h. breker & jurgen berndt

O

ne of the most desirable typewriters from the dispersal of the legendary Remington Typewriter Collection
was the small “Sholes” upstroke model,
sometimes known as the prototype of a
Sholes Portable.
A detailed inspection after restoration work was completed revealed some
very surprising and remarkable technical diferences between this and the ordinary, large Sholes & Glidden:
The 4-row keyboard has 31 keys and
a black carriage release key. All the keys
have convex glass tops, but the keyboard
is not arranged in QWERTY formation
and there are neither numerals nor signs.
The key fastenings are exactly the same
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as in the early, normal S&G models.
The entire typebasket, the combs,
and the lat springs of the type levers
are also the same as on the larger S&G.
However, the fastening of the draw bar
doesn‘t have the tin sheathing seen on
the early S&G, but only simple hooks
(right, center).
More manufacturing diferences are
seen in the carriage frame, which is handformed, as is the brass inset for fastening
the platen (photo, p. 6).
The carriage movement runs via a
sophisticated spring case mounted on
the left side (photo, p. 6), and the carriage
return band is located in the right side.
This very complicated and costly construction shows that the maker did not
have any experience from the (former?)
S&G design, and he didn’t base his design on the larger S&G model at all, as he
(or they?) didn’t know this model yet.
In contrast to the S&G, the escapement of the “Baby Sholes” only has small
cogs (photo, p. 6), which would not be
very reliable when used in combination
with wooden typebars (e.g. in the case
of humidity). The carriage return with
the side lever works only at the end of
a line, when the escapement dogs of the
feed rack get switched. The mechanism
for this switch is visible in the left rear of
the machine (p. , lower photo).
The black carriage release key in the
middle of the bottom row works like a
tabulator; when you press it, the carriage
runs to the end of the line, and only then
can the side lever directly operate the
carriage return!
The entire movement of the carriage
is of a more inaccurate and primitive
design than on the larger S&G, which
means that here again the makers did
not draw on their experience from the
construction of the S&G.
The ribbon advances via the platen
transport (!), but rewinding must be
done by hand—a much more complicated process than on the larger S&G.
Line spacing is designated for 1, 1½, or
2 lines, but again the mechanism is very
delicate and crude (right). In addition,
the line spacing and screws are wrongly
placed. However, the paper table is of
a more generous and expensive design
than on the S&G.
Taking all these observations into account, we come to the conclusion that
this Baby Sholes is without doubt a very
early prototype, as the technical speci-

Note the black carriage release key in the front row of the keyboard.

Clamp-in hooks connecting key levers to draw bars

Line spacing adjustment
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ications of even the earliest S&Gs were more sophisticated and
better constructed. This means that the Baby Sholes is not a later
development for a “Sholes Portable,” but a forerunner of the larger
“Type Writer” by Christopher Latham Sholes, the S&G, and might
date from 1870 or even earlier!
We’re hopeful that further ambitious research will reveal more
information, and we will naturally keep you informed…. ±

Sprocket wheel at platen roller

Handmade brass inset for the fastening the platen

Wide ribbon, typebasket, and elaborate paper feed
(note gearwheel for ribbon transport to the right of the ribbon, at rear)

Two escapement dogs and feed rack
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Left side wall: Spring housing for carriage pull
(Tension spring and its delection)

Product Placement in the Eighties
by Peter Weil

A

decade ago, I discovered online that Godey’s Lady’s Book and Magazine had published in December, 1884, a color fashion plate
that included a Remington #2. While searching for the plate, in 2004, I accidentally found an engraved chromolithographic plate of two women standing beside a Caligraph #2. It was from Godey’s of April, 1885. This was part of a “product placement”
deal under which the magazine received a Caligraph in exchange for showing the machine in the plate and a puf-piece story
extolling the virtues of the machine. The image was used on the cover of The Caligraph Publications by Paul Robert. Finally, this
January, my ten-year search was rewarded with the discovery and collection of the plate and story that included the Remington
#2. The text reads:
The Remington Type-writer illustrated on this plate is claimed to be the best machine of its kind on the market, and in giving it such prominence we particularly desire to bring it to your attention as a modern invention that has been of great service to women both young and old, who either from choice, or by force of circumstances seek an avocation for a livelihood.
The large correspondence of our oice makes it necessary to have three such machines, and the lady operators seem to enjoy
manipulating them—the movement being very similar to that of a piano. Young ladies contemplating an occupation might
well invest in a Remington Type-writer, as a knowledge of its use would it them for positions useful, genteel, and remunerative, while those who write stories or copy briefs may be assured that type-writer copies are always more favorably received.
Machines of this kind are exceedingly valuable in families. They save the backs, eyes, and hands of all who have much correspondence, are an incentive to study in the young, and as a Christmas present are simply peerless. No itter testimonial for
a clergyman from his congregation can be found. Members of the ministry must write many pages, and whatever saves them
labor in this direction is a boon indeed.—Wyckof, Seamans & Benedict, 715 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. ±
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Show & Tell .......................................................Hold it, Oli!

U.S. Patent 9, 111

ca. 191 catalog

ca. 1903 catalog

A

bout ten years ago I acquired an Oliver oice products catalog, circa 1917, that showcases enough interesting aftermarket Oliver products to ill a supply room. One piece caught my eye in particular – the copyholder designed to hold source material
centered at eye level above the Oliver. This year I was inally able to ind an example of this interesting device. Designed in 1907
by Theron L. Knapp, an Oliver engineer who was responsible for many typewriter improvements during his more than twenty
years with the company, the Oliver copyholder consists of three simple parts – two nickel-plated side support pieces that it over
the ribbon cups, and the green-painted spring-clipped central holding piece that slips easily onto the support pieces. The whole
thing can be easily put together in less than a minute, which is good, because the operator would have to remove it every time the
typewriter’s ribbon needed changing. It’s really not surprising that this attachment is so rare; any of its components, especially
the supports, would be easy to misplace. And, once separated from the machine, the device’s function is not readily apparent. It’s
also interesting that Oliver ofered an earlier holder, designed to attach to the back of the No. 3 model, that appears in a circa 1903
supply catalog. Another interesting extra to keep an eye out for!
—Ed Neuert, Richmond, Vermont
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made the Ford Grille?
by Ed Neuert

N

o, not that Ford grille! he Ford typewriter was invented by Eugene A. Ford —no relation, as far as we know, to automobile magnate Henry.
It was manufactured by the Ford Typewriter Company of New York City. he only real typewriter-car connection I knew of until recently
were the facts that W.P. Kidder once manufactured an eponymous car, and his Noiseless Typewriter Company’s Connecticut factory had previously been used by another defunct automaker.
So imagine my surprise when I recently picked up this 1964 brochure from the Woodstock Die Casting Company. I immediately saw from
the aerial photo on the cover that this company occupied the former Oliver Typewriter works in Woodstock, Ill. he Oliver site was taken over
by the Alemite Die Casting and Manufacturing Company very soon ater Oliver ceased U.S. operations in 1928. Alemite manufactured scores of
sub-contracted auto parts over the years. In 1964, the factory had just been taken over by Woodstock Die Casting. Ater four decades, the setting
of the old typewriter factory—so familiar to collectors of the many old Oliver postcard views—endured. he water tower had been updated, but
many details from the Oliver days could still be seen; even the old bungalow that housed the factory’s executive oices was still in use.
And there, inside the brochure, displayed proudly as an example of the factory’s latest work, was the galloping-horse emblem from the front
grille of one of my favorite cars, the 1964-65 Ford Mustang. he factory buildings are long gone today—leveled by the wrecking ball back in the
1990s; but now, whenever I see a vintage Mustang pass by, I’ll think fondly of the fact that my old Iron Butterly and every one of those ine little
ponies share the same birthplace. ±

In addition to the Ford Mustang grille
emblem, the old Oliver Woodstock
plant was the site, in the 1960s, for the
casting of other automobile and appliance pieces, including the casing for the
Victor adding machine.
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil

T

his electrifying image emblazons the
cover of a 1903 trade catalog1 produced
to advertise the Commercial Visible #6 typewriter. he challenge so dramatically addressed by the artist identiied only as “Spiegel NY” was to link the then-new visibility
of typing on the machine to the progressive
booming of commerce in the expanding cities
illed with its potential customers. he image
and the catalog it graces are part of an exciting
and aesthetically enjoyable category of ephemera that provides an important perspective on
the history of typewriters. 2
Typewriter companies used trade catalogs
as a major form of advertising throughout
their marketing eforts.3 While generally
. 8" x 5.5" (20.32cm x 3.97cm). Note that all measurements are approximate. Author’s collection (ex
Paul Lippman collection).
2. I wish to express my appreciation to Bert Kerschbaumer for sharing his images and ideas, to Jos
Legrand for sharing his perspectives on art styles,
Ed Neuert for his vital research on some of the artists, Paul Robert for his ine eye for aesthetics, and
to Cornelia Weil for her many editorial suggestions.
3. he term “trade catalog” is derived from the
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much more expensive to produce and distribute than the magazine and other advertising
venues, these booklets ofered a medium with
unique advantages during the irst half century of typewriter marketing. Starting around
1870, these beneits stemmed from the application of the of new, far less expensive lithographic and color printing technologies4 and
those associated with printing half-tone phoexpression “to the trade” and they originally were
produced by manufacturers and wholesalers to
market to retailers. Most sources attribute the
irst one to Benjamin Franklin, who published
his to market books in 744. Most of the early
catalogs were created by printers to sell their own
products. Standard references on the medium and
its history, especially ater 870, include Lawrence
B. Romaine’s A Guide to American Trade Catalogs,
1744-1900 (New York: R. R. Bowker Company,
990) and Maurice Rikard’s Encyclopedia of Ephemera (2000), pp. 77-78. See also such web sources as
www.library.hbs.edu/hc/exhibits/trade/exhibit.
htm and www.chipublib.org/cplbooksmovies/
cplarchive/archivalcoll/tcc.php.
4. For discussion of these printing processes and
their histories, see ETCetera issues #75 (September,
2006) and #85 (March, 2009).

tographs. Another major advantage was the
capacity of trade catalogs, even short ones, to
carry far more information than alternative
print media. his investment in catalog advertising took place at the same time that North
American and Western European industrial
manufacturers were trying to market more
directly to their own and international markets. hese markets were being driven increasingly by the new wealth controlled by everyday workers and members of the rising middle
classes. Trade catalogs were usually printed
on much higher grade papers than magazines
and newspapers and oten were printed using
two colors or more, making them visually far
more interesting. he use of multiple colors,
especially ater 1880, was increasingly combined with the use of half-tone photographic
images. Until early in the next century, the
images thus created were much sharper and
visually exciting when they were printed on
the higher grade, oten “coated” papers used
by catalogs regularly from 1880 on. hese
characteristics made catalogs the perfect con-

text for the development and application of
art to this budding medium, which included
forms ranging from engravings and oil paintings to photographs. And, of course, the irst
place to apply this investment was the cover,
which, if interesting enough visually, might
persuade potential customers to examine the
wares on ofer inside. hat stimulus came
from the work of artists usually utilizing the
elements of the popular art styles of their periods. he rise of typewriter manufacturing
and marketing coincided with these broader
changes embodied in the trade catalog, and
it is the art of typewriter trade catalog covers
that is today’s topic.5

the Remington #1 and the far more successful
Remington #2 was introduced, the new owner
of the company that manufactured and marketed them became Wyckof, Seamans, and
Benedict. More complex, aesthetically more
elaborate catalogs were created to support
these changes. Here is an 1883 example.7 he
multi-image cover art is in an “aesthetic move-

machine and person were so closely bound
together that, by the 1880s, the women were
themselves identiied as “typewriters.”9 he
cover image on an 1891 catalog10 that primarily sold the Hammond Ideal #1B and the #1
Universal was created around a half-tone photograph taken by Napoleon Sarony,11 a thenfamous portraitist of New York City’s glitterati. Sarony’s choice of a traditional slanted
writing desk, as opposed to one of the already
commonly available horizontal typewriter
desks, ties the machine to hand-written forms
of personal correspondence, a more sociable
and less crass means of communication. he
same issues are addressed in the selection of
the well-dressed typist, her clothing and hair
indicating a securely middle-class, sophisticated woman of the time. he viewer sees the
machine over her shoulder from the perspective of a user, reinforcing this theme of identiication between viewer and audience.

ment” style that links the new “type writers”
to other achievements of the industrial age,
such as the recently opened Brooklyn Bridge
represented in the lower portion of the cover.
And here, on a very diferent 1880s catalog
cover for the World #2 index machine, is a
metaphorical representation of the brand
name and typing function of this product of
the Pope Manufacturing Co. 8
It is itting that the irst known typewriter
trade catalog (ca. 1875) touted the irst massmanufactured machine, the Sholes & Glidden, marketed by the Remington Sewing
Machine Co., a division of Remington Arms.
he cover presents its subject through an
engraving or etching.6 his relatively simple
early catalog was produced in the UK and
set a common design pattern throughout the
history of the trade catalog covers—it links
the typewriter to its user. However, ater this
start, most users are represented as the women
who replaced men as typists in oices.
As the Sholes & Glidden was modiied into
5. For an earlier discussion of art and typewriter
ephemera, see ETCetera #78, June 2007, p. 8, concerning the typewriter–related art of poster stamps.
6. he artist is E. Bernard, Ithaca, NY, a town near
Ilion where Remington was based. he catalog is a
reproduction from the John McClain Collection.
Dimensions are 6" x 3 3/4" (5.24cm x 9.5cm).
Author’s collection.

In the next cover, we see clearly an early example of a general pattern of images representing the strong bond between typewriters and
the women who were their primary users. he
7. he artist for the cover is not identiied, but the
artist of the images inside is named as “Tuttle, NY”
and he may be the artist. 6 5/8" x 3 5/8" (5.24cm x
7.62cm). Author’s collection.
8. Dated ca. 888. No data exists on the artist or
printer. Dimensions are 3 /8" x 3" (7.94cm x
7.62cm). Author’s collection.

9. See “Ephemera” article on a Caligraph trade card
and its discussion of this shit of typewriting to
women in ETCetera #75, September, 2006.
0. 8” x 5 5/8” (20.32cm x 4.29cm). Author’s collection.
. Napoleon Sarony (82-896) was a Canadianborn portrait photographer and lithographer who
was an important part of the post Civil-War artists
and writers groups in New York City. He was a
regular acquaintance of Samuel Clemens (Mark
Twain) and Oscar Wilde. Sarony was well-known
for his portraits of famous people (for which he
oten paid them to sit), especially actors on the
Broadway stage. At the time this image was made
(ca 890-9) for Hammond, he was at his zenith.
He was oten late with commissioned work, which
might explain the appearance of the original #
Ideal on the cover of a catalog for later models. In
addition to his photography, he made advertising
portraits used for trade cards and other purposes.
See Ann Cvetkovich, “Histories of Mass Culture: From Literary to Visual Culture,” Victorian
Literature and Culture (999), pp 495-499, www.
classyarts.com/sarony/Sarony_Chronology.htm,
www.twainquotes.com/sarony/sarony.html, and
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napoleon_Sarony.
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he next four covers contain elements of
the Art Nouveau style. hese include one
each for the Oliver #1 (1896),12 the Remington #6 (1896),13 the Royal Bar-Lock #10
(1900),14 and the Smith Premier #2 (1902).15
he use of these elements is minimal in the
framing of the image of the now extremely

thoroughly draws upon the graceful curves
of the style. Henry Guy Fangel16 created here
the company’s earliest documented image of
“Miss Remington,” a further embodiment of
the typewriter as a person. With that name,
we know she is linked to the machine, even
in its total absence from the image. A more
thorough expression of the Art Nouveau style
is seen in this 1900 cover for the Royal Bar-

rare Oliver (ephemera about it are even more
rare) that is being introduced in the UK by
the publication. he Remington cover more

2. he artist for the Oliver # catalog is identiied is
Hubert Chandler. 8”X7.5” (25.5cmX9.5cm). Bert
Kerschbaumer collection.
3. 7.5”X 4” (9.28cmX0.7cm). Bert Kerscbaumer
collection.
4. No artist is identiied. he dimensions are 8.5” x
5.5” (2.59cm x 4cm). Author’s collection.
5. 9” x 6.5” (22.86cm x 6.5cm). Formerly, Paul
Robert collection.
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society at the top of an evolutionary tree, Barnum contrasts the use of the bow in hunting
by the “Indian” maiden with the asserted “improvement” expressed by the secretary’s use of
the Smith Premier typewriter in earning a
living. he artist’s interpretation transforms
the company’s catch phrase into a virtual
stained-glass window in industrialism’s house
of worship. he cover also illustrates the great
increase in the use of a wider range of colors,
also seen in the one for the Commercial Visible, in catalog advertising from the beginning
of the 20th century on.
Another early example of polychrome
lithography is the cover of Blickensderfer’s
catalog for its irst Electric model.17 he booklet was produced for the 1901 Pan-American
Exposition in Bufalo, N.Y. Like the Smith
Premier cover, it ties the typewriter to the
“advancements” of the industrial age. he
anonymous artist dramatically accomplished
this through the representation of the electric
character of the product and the focus on the
relationship of it to Tesla’s generating station
at the nearby Niagara Falls through graceful
vine-like wires binding the machine to it.
7. 6” x 3 5/8” (5.24cm x 9.2cm). Author’s collection. As was oten the case with advertising associated with expositions, the catalog touted a product
not yet ready for production or marketing. he irst
advertising for the manufactured Blick Electric did
not appear until two years later (Typewriter and
Phonographic World, vol. XXII, no. , p. ii [with
discussion in story on p. 0], July, 903).

Lock. he dynamic lowing
beauty of woman as metaphorical dynamic money carrying
an hourglass, encoded in the
style itself, is used to vibrantly
symbolize the mantra of this
period of the industrial age—
“Time is Money.” And Emily
Keene Barnum, a painter best
known for her work in oils,
used Art Nouveau elements to
iguratively embody in the cover of the Smith Premier catalog the company catch-phrase
“Improvement the Order of
the Age.” In the context of a
half century of “scientiic” and
popular cultural ideas about
alleged Darwinian social evolution that placed industrial
6. Henry Guy Fangel probably was
born in France but spent much of
his career in the United States, one
that included his being art editor
of Good Housekeeping Magazine
during the second decade of the
20th century.

We also see the more elaborate use of polychrome printing in this 1910 cover promoting
the early Noiseless.18 he style is transitional
between Art Nouveau and Art Deco, and it
is simpler than the former. It is made more
complex through the use of embossing, to create a more naturalistic three-dimensionality
for the machine and the tiger that stealthily
moves over it—a powerful symbol of stealthy
silence and great strength.

A diferent stylistic approach that also falls
between the dominant ones of the periods before and ater it is found in this “painterly”
cover from a 1914 catalog introducing the Oliver #7.19 Kyohei Inukai, an artist renowned
for his portraits painted in oils, was based in
8. Artist is not identiied. Dimensions are 6 /4" x 4
5/8" (5.88cm x .75cm). Author’s collection.
9. 8" x 6" (20.32cm x 5.24cm.) Author’s collection.

Chicago, the site of Oliver’s home oice and
near its factory. His artistic specialty and his
Japanese cultural background undoubtedly
are important contributors to the characteristics of the charming style observed here.

ors and forms of varying degrees of abstraction and geometric lines are implemented in
each, strongly identifying the image, and, by
implication, the products advertised within,
with the promises of the post World-War I
era.

he attachment of typewriters to the
booming city is primarily manifested through
elements of the nascent Art Deco style in
these three covers for the Woodstock #5
(1924), the original model of the Underwood
3-Bank portable (1922), and the second version of the Royal portable (1926). 20 Pastel col20. No artist is identiied for any of the three. he
dimensions, in order of appearance, are 7" x
4¾" (7.78cm x 2.07cm); 6" x 4 ¼" (5.24cm x
0.80cm); and 6" x 3" (5.24 cm. x 7.62 cm). All are
from the author’s collection. Also note that the irst
two models of the Royal portable were both introduced in the same year, 926 (he Royal Portable

Typewriter: Directions for its Use and Care, New
York: Royal Typewriter Co., 926, covs + 3pp).
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Other related modernist approaches to
making a similar promise were executed by
unknown (probably European) artists who,
respectively, created a bold 1926 cover marketing the short-lived Remington Electric21
and a 1932 urban interior image22 that hails
the pleasures of using the Olivetti MP1 portable. he style of the latter is closer to other
1930s examples of the Art Deco style, but the
Remington Electric’s modernism, perhaps,
is closest to the Dutch De Stijl and the mid
1920s German constructivist style. Both
styles gave the products sophistication.

2. 8 7/8" x 8¼" (22.5 x 2cm). Bert Kerschbaumer
collection.
22. 6¼" x 9 ½" (25cm x 6cm). Bert Kerschbaumer
collection.

An unknown illustrator created this 1940
pre-WWII cover promoting the Remington
Noiseless portable in a style that uses some of
the color palette of the other modernists we
have seen above. 23 However, this image does
so in a much more realistic, direct way that is
typical of American mass advertising in the
1940s and 1950s.
23. 6" x 3 ¼" (4.79cmX8.4cm). Author’s collection.
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In contrast, in Europe, typewriter trade
catalog covers tended to be modernist, usually
dominated by contrasting primary colors. We
see these qualities in two examples, one produced in West Germany to promote Triumph
typewriters (1953) and the other in Italy for
the Olivetti Diaspron (1960). 24
From the humble beginnings of the relatively simple 1875 Sholes and Glidden trade
catalog cover to this last visually arresting
Olivetti one from near the end of the typewriter era, we see the oten-stunning use of art
to support the art of selling typewriters. ±

24. Artist for the irst is anonymous, but for the
second, it is Giovanni Pintori, who was the art and
advertising director of Olivetti from 950-967.
Dimensions, in order of their appearance here, are
8" x 8" (20.35cm x 20.35cm) and 8½" x 6" (2.45cm
x 5.34cm). Both in Bert Kerschbaumer collection.
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R.I.P. Les Owen

No. 83, December 2010
• Olivetti design
• Underwood standard typewriters 1946-1969
• Olivetti M40 war version
• Thürey typewriter
• Typit (system for typing special characters)

Les Owen on one of his U.S. typewriter hunts
Les passed away at home on 20th January. He remained strong
in mind and spirit to the end—my last conversation with him
on 18th January was about Blick typewriters coming up in an
auction that he was encouraging me to buy with a view to taking
to Cologne! His interest in typewriters and cash registers was
a great source of interest and satisfaction to Les and I am sure
he will want me to thank all of his friends and co-collectors for
their fellowship over the years. Les is survived by his wife Betty,
who was with him at the end, sons Mark, Richard and daughter
Helen. He has ive grandchildren.
Mark Owen
After long illness our collector friend Les Owen from Liverpool
has passed away. He had one of the nicest typewriter and cash
register collections in Europe and was known by any serious collector worldwide as he used to attend major collectors’ gatherings as well as arranging one of the biggest international collectors’ meetings in UK few years ago. Les was a truly ine, genuine
and generous gentleman and a very great entertainer. We will
greatly miss his company, his stories and his funny anecdotes
about traveling around the world in search of antique typewriters. Despite the illness, he kept his spirit as high as usual till the
very end and in our last correspondence just few days before the
sad event we were still talking about typewriters. Our condolences to his beloved wife Betty and his family.
Paolo Lorenzi

January 2011
• 20 year anniversary of Swiss collectors’ group
• Highlights on eBay: Kosmopolit, etc.
February 2011
• Smith Tower in Seattle
• Violin with typewriter keys
• Collectors’ meetings

February 2011
• Online, by Lynda Beckler: music writers
• Ettore Pocceti’s collection
• Photo: Oliver salesman & Indian motorcycle
• Identity crisis: confusing typewriter ads
• Patent for a straight-keyboard Franklin
• Living at the top of Smith Tower
• Philadelphia Type-In

#50, January-April 2011
• Olivetti mechanical calculators
For information on subscribing to any of these
international collectors’ publications, ask Richard Polt.
New web site by Juan Ramón Gracia (Spain):
typewriterhousecollector.com
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From Our Members
This is what
a Hermes
3000 looks like
when you strip
its gray-green paint. I
call it the Silver Surfer.
—Richard Polt

This remarkable example of the art of restoration was created
by Felix Gottwald and is now in Lars Borrmann’s collection.
Gottwald split a dirty, rusty Adler and restored only one half.

Left:
Swedish nameplate from Štěpán
Kučera’s new
Blick no. .

www.plustype.de
collection of vintage typewriters

Let me invite you to visit a presentation of a
major collection of vintage typewriters.
More than 1500 typewriters from very rare antiques
to technical relics of the 50s and 60s...
Most of the machines can be acquired,
the most precious will find a new owner
in a bidding process starting April this year.
Please contact us to receive a pricelist.
The more common machines will have negotiable prices.
We offer worldwide shipping.
We are a private family, owners of a major European collection,
situated in Germany. We are no business enterprise.
Many rarities like American
Barlock
The Burns
Burnett

Caligraph
Crandall
Crown
Dactyle Daugherty Densmore
Edelmann
Englewood
Faktotum
Franklin
Garbell
Hammond
Hartford
Kabouter
Keystone
Lambert
Liliput
Mentor
Moya
The North's
Salter
Williams
Royals, Remingtons, Smith Coronas, Adler, Olivetti,...

and many more, please visit

www.plustype.de

to get an impression of what we are offering.
Please be a little patient concerning receiving a response
because I am handling this during my private time.
Each prospective customer will be informed.

Best regards
Markus C. Elster
Germany / Europe
mail: info@plustype.de
website: www.plustype.de
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This Granville Automatic (from the Onondaga collection) and
Polygraph are for sale by Thomas Kramer, TKramerFZ@aol.com.

New on the Shelf
Lars Borrmann: cut Adler (above), Hammond 1, folding Varityper
Will Davis: Golden Shield / Smith-Corona portable
Davis family: Harry A. Smith 6 with shipping crate, tools and
paperwork (=Victor 2)
Thomas Fürtig: Staford (Juventa), Synela (SIM)
Juan Ramón Gracia: Edison, International 5, Sholes Visible, Sun
index, Torpedo 14 portable blue/gold
Jack Knarr: Molle, Oliver 11
Thomas Kramer: Kosmopolit
Štěpán Kučera: Blick 5 #13658, Continental 1b #12700, Diamant
#6781, Fox 24 #122906, Ideal A2 #7942, Stoewer 3/4? (no s.n.)
… and new son Tomá�!
Flavio Mantelli: Hall prototype, Imperial Visible #1054
Robert Messenger: Hammond 2 straight, Remington 8
Ed Neuert: Oliver table, Oliver copyholder, Remington Streamliner, Stoewer Elite, Victor portable
John Payton: Junior 58, Oliver 7, Royal Junior, Underwood Five
Touchmaster
Richard Polt: Demountable #146958, Erika folding #3032, Halda
portable, Oliver portable (SIM), maroon/ivory Voss
Herman Price: Junior 58, Olivetti Lexikon 80, Royal Signet, Siemag 1, Federal check protector, Chamberlain 3 stamper
Darryl Rehr: Hammond 1 universal
Marty Rice: Oliver 3, Oliver 5, Oliver 9
Javier Romano: Bennett
Frans van de Rivière: Brillant Super (Groma Combina), Fraktur
Erika 127, Lithuanian Olympia Progress, Nippo P-200, Rooy
Peter Weil: Rem. port. 1 #NL10041, Yost 1 #4539
Reinmar Wochinz: UK Fitch, Minerva Braille, gold Princess 300

This back issue of

is brought to you by

The Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association

The mission of the Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association is to support
communication and interaction within the community of typewriter lovers
and collectors, and to encourage its growth. Our magazine, ETCetera, serves
that mission by gathering and sharing knowledge about typewriter history
with the community and beyond.
Learn more at

etconline.org

